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Foreword

This lecture has been instituted to honour the memory of Professor
Benjamin Osuntokun, past Chairman ACH\ by offering new ideas for
health development in relation to biomedical research and policy analysis.

Professor B. Osuntokun was a distinguished scholar who made important
contributions to the field of neuro-epidemiology and to public health. A
first lecture describing his work and entided "Flealth Research for Hu-
mankind" has been delivered by Dr A.O. Lucas in1996.

It has been a pleasure to invite Professor C. Morel for the 1997 lecture.

Professor T.M. Fliedner, Chairman

Dr B. Mansourian, Secretary



CI{'TGAS DTSEASE
FROIUI DISCOI/ERY TO COilTROL - AITID BEYOND
HtsToRY, |UIYTHS AtD LESSOilS TO TAf(E HOME

Carlos M. Morefl

INTRODUCTION
It is a real honor to be distinguished with the invitation to give the
L997 Ben Osuntokun Memorial Lecture at this annual meeting of the
Global Advisory Committee on Health Research. The challenge facing
me is a particularly difficult one, for last year this committee had the
privilege of listening Prof. Adetokunbo O. Lucas speak on "Health Re-
searchfor Humankind". It took me a long time to accept the invitation
- I think I have to thank Prof. Fliedner and Dr. Mansourian for their
most kind and efficient "pressure", which finally convinced me to talk
to you today on a subject related to, as they asked, "health and health
research in South Arherica" .

It is not by chance that the word "research" is not present in the
tide of my lecture, in spite of the fadt that it is the very concept of
research that will be the common denominator of all the stages of the
saga I will talk about. Why this paradoxl Because this reflects better
what we see in real life , and in this way I could start calling your atten-
tion to the sad dissociation between the crucial role that research plays
in improving health"and the general lack of recognition of its role,
importance and priority in public health policies. For some reason we
tend to forget howlmuch we owe to research once a success story in
disease control achieves a happy end. How many times I heard health
authorities and policy makers say that they wanted "the real thing" - in
other words, disease control, now - and not "lose time and money with
unnecessary and odd expenses" - in other terms) health research for to-
morrowf Too many times, unfortunately.

Therefore, I decided to choose as the subject of my lecture a suc-
cess story in disease control in South America and to point out to the
role research has played along its development. It starts at the very
beginning - the discovery of the disease - and goes until the most re-
cent chapter - its elimination as a major public health problem in large
regions of the Southern Cone counuies. Although no one can yet as-
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sure a final "happy end" to this story, progress in its control has been
very successful, to the point that CTD calls it now "a disease rnhose days
are numbered lll.It is a long story - 90 years of history - that illus-
trates the fundamental importance of research in improving health. By
analyzing it, studying the actors, the personalities, the facts, the true or
false stories - in other words, the mlths -, I think we can derive some
universal notions and also some lessons to take home, to keep in mind
and put into use when time and opportunity comes.

It is a real story that touches me deeply - since I was a student at
the Medical Faculty of Recife, State ofPernambuco, in the poor North-
east region of Brazil - and in a multi-faceted way: as an inhabitant of a
developing region where this disease still infects millions of people; as a
researcher working in this area during the last 20 years; as a civil servant
of the Ministry of Health of Brazil; and finally as a former President of
the Institution where the disease was discovered and where some of the
major research breakthroughs in the development of efficient control
tools were made, the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation (FIOCRUZ). I will
talk today about Chagas disease, from its discovery in 1909 by the
Brazilian scientist Carlos Chagas working at the Oswaldo Cruz Insti-
tute in Rio de Janeiro to its successful control in the large regions of
the Southern Cone countries in the 90s.

THE INCREDIBLE - AND IMPROBABLE - DISCOVERY
The discovery ofAmerican trlT)anosomiasis by Carlos Chagas has been
described and reviewed in a number of publications in Portuguese 12-
8] and English [9-13]. Ilowever, it is only by reading the original arti-
cles of Chagas himself2, particularly his classical paper on "Ueber eine
neueTrypanosomiasis des Menschen", published in Portuguese and Ger-
man in the first volume of the Mem1rias do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz in
August, f 909 [f 4] that one can fully apprehend the quality, the exten-
sion and the impact of the work of that 29-year old researcher. His
genius enabled him to describe the agent, vectors, clinical signs in hu-
man beings, animals and the existence of animal reservoirs of a new
disease3.

llow could one of the major medical discoveries happen in a poor
country in the tropics, be published on the first volume of a local insti-
tutional journala and yet receive world-wide recognition and be one of
the seeds of a whole school of thought and research which still today
has such a profound influence in Latin American sciencel

The roots of this breakthrough have to be analyzed in conjunction
with the role played by Oswaldo Cruz and the institution created by
the Brazilian Government in 25 Mav 1900 to fieht endemic diseases
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and which bears his name since f 908. This extrapolates the aim of this
presentation and I have no choice but to limit myself just to cite some
key references I15; 16] and point to some of the major factors contrib-
uting to this "miracle":
o Oswaldo Cruz spent some time at the Pasteur Institute in Paris, and

was convinced that the Pasteurian philosophy of combining strate-
gic research, development, production (e.g. of sera and vaccines)
and education of young researchers in a single institution would be
the key to success; in contemporary words, he was a firm believer in
a scientific research system [5];

o By propagating the role that science should play in the development
of Brazll, Oswaldo Cruz managed to conquer and receive support
from the highest political level (President Rodrigues Alves); being
nominated Director of the Federal Department of Public Health,
he could efficiendy fight the diseases that were devastating Brazil's
economy, particularly yellow fever and plague;

. I{aving acquired national leadership, he could mobilize the funds
for building up a first-class institution, whose main building - a
Moorish-style palace, based on original drawings by Oswaldo Cruz
himself, inspired on the Obseraatoire Mdtdorologique de Montsouris
in Paris - still today attract the curiosity of the lay person, facilitating
another of his primary goals: legitimizing the role of science in soci-
ety;

o Very early in the life of the Institute , after his first successes against
yellow fever epidemics - which brought to the Institute the Golden
Medal of the XII International Hygiene Conference in Berlin in
1907 -, Oswaldo Cruz could attract the collaboration of scientists
from developed countries, particularly from Germany who would
come to visit and work in Rio de Janeiro, interacting with the team
ofyoung Brazilian students and researchers recruited to work at the
Institutes;

o The access to information was always a priority to Oswaldo Crtz;
with the funds he could raise, either direcdy from the govemment or
through the selling of sera and vaccines, he started to build up a very
complete biomedical library acquiring whole collections of contem-
porary periodicals, some of them dating back to the l8th century6.

With the premature death of Oswaldo Cruz in I9l-7,when he was
only 45 years old, Carlos Chagas became Director of the InstituteT.
Already recognized as a great scientist, he was able to keep the national
and international prestige and recognition needed for the consolida-
tion of a genuine Brazilian school of tropical medicine, the "Escola de
Manguinhos"8 [6].
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Ninety years later, when we are still discussing the role and the
place of health research in developmentllT-211, it is surprising to note
how many of the principles and factors underlying today's proposed
policies and strategies were already present in a poor country in the
beginning of the century.

The "impossible" can happen - do not underestimate the potential
and the capaciry of developing countries to identifr and manage their
own health problems.

UNVEILING THE DISEASE
Owing to his discovery, Carlos Chagas received several prizes, honor-
ary degrees and distinctionse. This success provoked open opposition,
whLich culminated in 1916 with the denial of his findings by Rudolf
Kraus, one of the most prominent German microbiologists, during the
lst- Pan-American Congress in Buenos Aires, with the argument that
he had been unable to find cases of Chagas disease in the Argentine
Chaco 122;231. As Chagas had also strong opposition in the Brazilian
National Academy of Medicine this episode had a devastating effect
and Chagas disease was forgotten for almost 20 years II1]to.

The "resurrection" of Chagas disease is mainly due to the work of
Salvador Mazza in Argentina, who described more than a thousand
cases particularly in regions which Kraus had studied 20 years before

Qa;2|l.Mazzawas also the first one to raise the possibility of transfu-
sion- transmitted Chagas disease [26].

I{owever, it was not until the 80s that country-wide surveys were
conducted using standardized protocols and the overall prevalence of
human T. cruzi infection could be reliably estimated: 18 million cases
in 2l endemic countries, *ith I00 million people - 25Yo of all the in-
habitants of Latin America - at risk of infection [1]. The burden of the
disease, measured in DALYs and according to data from the World
Bank in 1993, showed that in Latin America Chagas disease ranks lst
among the tropical diseases, and 4th among the transmissible diseases,
only behind acute respiratory infections, diarrhoeal disease and AIDS

127)) .
Why did it take so long to firlly disclose the eitent of this scourge)

if Carlos Chagas in his early papers already called the attention to the
social, economic and public health relevance of the disease he had dis-
coveredl Was it lack of scientific evidencef
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Not so simple, it seems. In this long period - almost 80 years, from
discovery to the large-scale mapping of its prevalence and social impact
in the American continent - important information was in fact building
up continuously as the result of laboratory, clinical, epidemiological,
socioeconomic and applied field research studiesu. However their re-
sults did not translate easily into action. The analysis of the reasons why
this did not happen points to the fact that the disease affects mainly
poor rural areas that traditionally receive little or no political priority

[28], and shows how deep can be the gap among researchers, decision
makers, politicians and public interest.

Lesson to take home,#2:
Solid research findings and sound scientific evidence alone, are not
sufficient for establishing or imposing political priorities.

TRANSFORMING RESEARCH INTO ACTION. RESEARCHERS
INTO POLICY-MAKERS {OR: THE SUCCESSFUL MOBILIZATION
TOWARDS CONTROLI
As knowledge about the disease and its prevalence increased, a small
group of researchers working at the now legendary Bambui field sta-
tion of the Oswaldo Cruz Institute in the State of Minas Gerais, was
slowly coming out with the notion that Chagas disease, unlike many
other parasitic diseases, could be controlled by eliminating vector
populations, chiefly by using insecticides and housing improvements

[28 ] .
The crucial experiments were the field trials conducted by Dias

and Pellegrino in Brazil and Romafra and Abalos in Argentinain 1947
showing the efficary of organochlorine insecticides against domiciliated
triatomine bugs [29-31]. So good were the results, in fact, that a tel-
egram was sent to the Brazilian Ministry of Health, suggesting that
Chagas disease transmission could be eliminated throughout the terri-
tory l I2;29;32;331.

Again, was this discovery powerful enough to mobilize the politi-
cal forces of the nationl Not at all. In spite of the heavy burden of the
disease and of the proven availability of appropriate technology for fight-
ing its vectorial transmission, only isolated actions were taken between
1950 and 1975 1331.

All that changed in the 90s, when political decisions at the highest
level in 6 countries established the so-called Southern Cone lnitiatioe -

and what we saw in the following years already deserves a special place
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in history. How and why did that happen) Which were the forces that
promoted such a radical changel Which were the major factors respon-
sible for this major shift in priorityf

A scientific answer to these questions is surely to be looked for by
social scientists, not by a molecular biologist such as myself. Therefore,
what follows is just a very personal view of a curious observer and a partici-
pating scientist. It may simply be a m1th. But as in some cultures a mlth is
just another way of telling a true story, why not share it with you todayf

In 1974 the National Research Council of Brazil (CNPq), which
had just started its successfirl "Integrated Programme on Endemic Dis-
eases" (Programa lntegrado de Doengas End€micas, PIDE), organized a
very small meeting at its headquarters in Rio de Janeiro, with less than
I0 participants, to discuss some problems in the study of Trypanosoma
cruzi. One important issue of the meeting was the development of a
common protocol to cultivate better this parasite in the laboratory.
After this was agreed upon) the idea came to organize a second meet-
ing, in one year's time, to evaluate progress made. Prof . ZigmartBrener,
ofthe "Rend Rachou" Regional Research Center ofFIOCRUZinBelo
F{orizonte, State of Minas Gerais, was selected by the participants them-
selves as the organizer of the next meeting.

Owing to the limited CNPq facilities at that time in Rio de /aneiro
and also to the fact that the interested participants were working in
Rio, Sdo Paulo and Belo F{orizonte - and surely because ZigmanBrener
is from Minas Gerais - the second meeting was arranged to take place in
the city of Caxambu, state of Minas Gerais, which is sort of equidistant
from those three cities, therefore facilitating travel by car or bus and
reducing the costs. In this way the 2nd Annual Meeting on Basic Re-
search on Chagas Disease was organized in November 1975. Although
the scientific progress had been solid in one year time, new questions
arose and there was still an unfinished agenda at the end of the meet-
ing. The 3rd meeting was planned, again in one year time, again in
Caxambu, and again the participants themselves selected the organiz-
ers of the next meeting - and what follows is also history.

The Annual Meetings on Basic Research on Chagas Disease, which
have run uninterruptedly all these years (the 25th Annual Meeting will
be held in November 1998) became a world-class scientific event [34]
and a forum where scientists, research managers, policy makers and
government authorities meet and discuss science and public health. From
a round table discussion with l0 participants, a huge, 700-people an-
nual meeting became established (Table 2).

At the same time, a very important partner came into being and
provided much of the grounds needed for international collaboration:
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I do not hesitate to attribute a pivotal role to TDR in the building up
of a critical mass ofwell trained and informed Latin American scientists
interested in Chagas disease.

1984 saw the starting of the Annual Meetings on Applied Research
on Chagas Disease,which used to be held in Araxi and now moved to
IJberaba, both cities also located in Minas Gerais and at a driving dis-
tance from Caxambu, so that one can attend both meetings which take
place I-2 days apart.

These Annual Meetings, in Caxambu and Uberaba, became a ma-
jor driving force for research in Latin America - and much more. They
turned into an annual forum of debates and policy-making. Three ex-
amples will illustrate how they helped to transform research into action:

o Sensitizing scientific and public opinion: During the military regi-
men Brazil decided to buy from France some l5 Mirage air fighters;
Zigmart Brener presented careful calculations showing that if in-
stead of buying 15 planes we bought 13, the savings would be suf-
ficient to carry out a nation-wide vector control program which could
stop transmission of the disease, as it had been demonstrated in the
Bambuf field station. At the same moment he also showed us num-
bers on how many new cases of Chagas disease could have been
avoided if such a program had started immediately after the 1948
work of Dias and Pellegrino demonstrating the efficiency of insecti-
cides against domiciliated vectors [29]. These data became informa-
tion in the brain and mouth of the participants - althopgh all the
planes were finally bought and no national program started, we all
realized that something could be done if we could fight more effi-
ciently towards a higher political priority for public health prob-
lems;

. Influencing the government: In L979 - 70 years of the discovery
of Chagas disease - it was decided to have the meeting in Rio de

laneiro, to transform it on an international event and to have the
President ofthe Republic at the inauguration ceremony. Prof. Carlos
Chagas Filho, the son of Carlos Chagas and himself one of the most
highly respected scientists in Brazill2, was asked to organize the event.
As the result of this strategy, at the end of the meeting funds could
be secured for the starting of a pilot vector control programme against
Chagas disease;

o Stimulating leadership formation and decision-making: the turn-
ing point came years later, when one of our Caxambu fellow scien-
tists, Dr. Jodo Carlos Pinto Dias, became the Director of the Chagas
Disease Division at the Ministry of Health, when the military regi-
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men ended. The transmutation of researchers into poliry-makers) as
in his case, opened new perspectives in Chagas disease control and
radically changed the priority-serting mechanisms at rhe Ministry of
Health. Finally, research was in actionr3.

As there are several ways of telling one story, my perception is
surely not the only valid one. But it would be hard to analyze the 1975-
1990 period and not share similar thoughts. Therefore:

Lesson to take home,#3:
Heakh researchers must meet, share their findings, doubts and uncer-
tainties, discuss the constraints on their work and on public health
issues, raise public consciousness - and eventually become policy-
makers, a very efficient shortcut to the long road needed to trans-
form research into action.

THE NEXT RESEARCH AGENDASI4
The "post control" research agenda
We are now at a crossroads in relation to research in Chagas disease,
and tension is mounting due to opposing views among researchers,
health authorities and policy makers.

On one extreme there are those who think that Chagas disease is
well under control, that the existing tools have proven their efficacy
and therefore no further effort or resources should be spent in this
field. Their arguments seem to be so more valid as the burden of other
diseases or unhealthy conditions is sklrocketing in the Third World
due to epidemiological and demographic transitions. In fact it is com-
mon knowledge that in several developing countries the burden of in-
fectious and parasitic diseases is now being diluted by the toll of chronic
and degenerative illnesses, aging and violence and also by emerging
and re-emerging diseases, such as AIDS [20].

On the other side there are those that insist that the threat from
Chagas disease is as serious as it has ever been, that reinfestation of the
houses will happen soon in most of the places and that we are in real
danger of spoiling all the efforts of the last years by underestimating
the adversary.

History has shown us how complex this kind of dilemma can be,
and one could pick up whichever example fits better in one's own posi-
tion, forgetting those that point in the opposite direction. Underesti-
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mating the possibility of resurgence of "controlled" diseases can be a
fatal mistake (remember tuberculosis control and malaria eradication).
On the other hand, several announced apocalypses did not materialize.

I do not think I innovate by saying that one should avoid the ex-
treme scenarios. Although it is true that official data demonstrate the
progress made in the control of Chagas disease [35], particularly in
relation to its vectorial transmission which has been virtually eliminated
from Brazil [36], it is also true that this disease still remains as a scourge
in large regions of Latin America 137).It is therefore imperative that
control programmes against Chagas disease in these areas receive high
priority at the local, national and international levels l27l,for "as it was
established by Carlos Chagas and Emmanuel Dias long ago, more than tech-
nical innoaations, the final ooercoming of human Chagas disease inaolaes
mainly political will and social responsibility" 1381.

Although the persistence of the disease is in part a consequence of
this lack of political will to adopt available and proven control tools,
e.g. in blood banks, there is undoubtedly the need for a focused, op-
erational research agenda addressing additional key issues related to
control activities. In the words of lodo Carlos Pinto Dias, "it must be
remembered that research must be a continuous feature of the suroeillance
phase, because the program inooloes such a close relation betraeen local com-
munities, technical support groups and the rapidly changing enaironment"

[38].This is particularly true for the Andean and Central American coun-
tries, where the vectors of Chagas disease are not stricdy domiciliary

[f ]. This research agenda will have to be a rather different one from
that of the heroic old times of Lassance, where Chagas disease was
discovered, and Bambui, where the control tools against domiciliated
triatomines were first tried. This new agenda will have to focus on non-
domiciliated vectors, their systematics, disuibution, evolution, genet-
ics, behaviour and population biology [39]. In addition, it should also
address topics such as: monitoring of insecticide resistance; diagnostics
in areas of low disease prevalence; mathematical modelling and epide-
miological impact of control activities [3I; a0].

The unfinished R&D agenda
Even if Chagas disease is eliminated as a public health problem from all
Latin American countries) we still would have to cope with the prob-
lem of millions of chronically-infected people of the region. Recent
data indicate that the development of chronic lesions, which seem to
be mediated in a large extent by autoimmune mechanisms l4l-441,
seems to depend on the persistence ofparasite infection 145-491. There-
fore the need to find appropriate new drugs, or new protocols with
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existing drugs, that can be used in the treatment of Chagas disease in
order to prevent the development of serious clinical forms [50-52]. As
a corollary one has to define reliable criteria for the cure of these pa-
tients, ideally based on the actual determination of parasite load before
and after treatment 153].

Another yet unsolved problem in clinical studies on Chagas disease
is the question of possible relationships between the different clinical
forms, their morbidity and the different parasite strains [5a]. The recent
demonstration that there are two major phylogenetic lineages ofTrypano-
soma cruzi [55] will surely stimulate new approaches to this old question

156;57).In addition, it has brought new perspectives for those inter-
ested in molecular epidemiological studies of Chagas disease [58-63]

An agenda for the future
The ideal strategy against tropical diseases, synthesized in the TDR
motto "inoestigate, eliminate, eradicate", is unfortunately inapplicable
to Chagas disease. Due to its zoonotic nature, one can think of elimi-
nation of this disease as a public health problem, but eradication of the
parasite is not a feasible goal. There is therefore the need for a long-
term research agenda for the future, aiming at the development of new
prevention and control tools, such as efficient vaccines and safer drugs.

In my vision the road to the future will be strongly based on what
is being called the new (molecular) biology, based on the information
generated by the various ongoing genome projects, addressing the
human, pathogen and vector genomes. Progress in this area has been
truly remarkable, with the area now known as "Genomics" evolving
from "Structural-" to "Functional-" and "Evolutionary Genomics" [64].
The results already accumulated are good enough to allow us foresee
how biological research will be in the so-called post-genome era [65].
It is hoped that the Trypanosoma cruzi genome project will allow a
better understanding of the parasite biology and its interaction with
the vertebrate and invertebrate hosts, as well as the development of
new control tools such as vaccines and therapeutic approaches based
on the molecular structure of new targets and rational drug design.

Developing countries are already participating in these efforts, in
view of the benefits one can expect from these projects and despite the
immense challenges to be faced 166;671. The L uuzi genome project,
which matured in several meetings in 1993 andl994 and was officially
launched in1994 in a TDR-FIOCRUZ co-sponsored meeting held at
FIOCRUZ's headquarters in Rio de Janeiro, is now well under way
through the concerted action of more than 20 laboratories, most of
them in the South 167-75).
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The research agenda for the future will probably be tackled in a
very different way from that used by the founding fathers of Chagas
disease research. The new biology - technology intensive and address-
ing complex problems - has to be carried out through networks and
international collaboration, and will have to rely on the newest com-
munication and information technology 1741.

FINAL COMMENTS
The TDR motto "inaestigate, eliminate, ersdicate" carries in it the no-
tion of different stages of the never-ending fight against diseases. Our
microbial enemies and their vectors are smart and able to develop dif
ferent strategies for coping with our weapons 176-821. We have no
choice but to be imaginative, flexible and devoid of prejudices in the
selection of the new priorities that will shape our next research agen-
das.

As we move forward in the direction of Chagas disease elimina-
tion, entering into a"post-control" era,we will face new and unknown
challenges, and the lessons of history will become less and less useful.
This brings us to the last lesson to take home:

Lesson to take home,final:
After a given point there are no lessons to take home - we will have
to rely on further research to shape the road to the future.

In other words,

"Caminante,no hay camino,se hace camino alandar"(Antonio Machado,
Spanish, 1875-1939)rs
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NOTES

I Senior researcher and former President, Oswaldo Cruz Foundation
(FIOCRUZ), Ministry of Health of Brazil. Mailing address: Dept.
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Oswaldo Cruz Institute at
FIOCRUZ, Av. Brasil 4365, Rio de janeiro, RI21045-900, Brazil.
E-mail: morel@fiocrrz.br, cmorel@ax.apc.org

2 A magnificent collection of all the papers published by Carlos Chagas
was organized by Prof. A. Prata and published in l98I by the Uni-
versity of Brasiliaf I I0].

3 In this paper, which has superb color plates, Chagas describes the
human infection, the parasite (then known as Schizotrypanum cruzi),
the cycle in the digestive tract of the invertebrate vector, cultivation
in agar-blood and transmission to vertebrates of flagellates from
infected triatomines I I].

a The Memorias do Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, now at its 87th year of
continuous life and nowadays fully available online at the Internet
(http : / / www.po box. com/-memorias )

5 Gustav Giemsa, Stanislas von Prowazek, Max Hartmann, among
others.

6 In l9lt the libraryhad alreadymore than 10,000volumes, making
it the largest specialized collection in South America II5]

7 A position he kept until his death in 1934 at the age of 55.

8 Mnnguinhos (: litde mangrove) was the name of the farm where
the Institute was built.

e Extraordinary Member, Brazilian Academy of Medicine; Schaudinn
Pnze, awarded every four years to the best work in Parasitology and
Tropical Medicine in the world, Tropical Diseases Institute ofHam-
burg; Great Prize ofthe Pasteur Centenary Commemorative Expo-
sition in Strasbourg, L922, among others.

r0 According to some researchers Kraus may have been right because
Chagas disease would have spread in the Argentine Chaco only some
years later (Schofield, personal communication and [f Il])

rr A detailed description of the major findings is again beyond the
scope of this lecture. Table I is meant as an initial gurde to those
interested in further readings.
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t2 Prof. Carlos Chagas Filho created the Institute of Biophysics of the
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, which now has his name. I{e
was Brazil's Ambassador at UNESCO,1966-1970 and President
of the Vatican Pontifical Academy of Sciences during almost two
decades (f97I-1988).

A similar situation occurred in Argentina, when Prof. Elsa Segura
became the Minister of Health of the Province of Catamarca.

L4 For a overview on the trends in Chagas disease research see [39;
r12)

"Caminante, son tlts huellas "Voyageur,le chemin
el camino e nsda mds; sont les traces de tes pas, c'est tout;
caminante, no hay camino, aoyageur iI n'y apas de chemin,
se hace camino al andar. Le chemin se fait en marchant.
Al andar se hace camino, Le chemin se fait en marchant
y aI ztolaer la aista atrds et quand on tourne les yeux en aruidre
se ae ls senda que nunca On aoit le sentier que jamais
se hd de aolaer apisar. on ne doit d noweau fouler.
Caminante, no hay camino, Voyageur, il n'est pas de chemin
sino estelas en la mar" Rien que sillages sur la mer"

Antonio Machado: Campos de Castilla - Proadrbios y Cantares
(1907-1917). French translation by Sylvie L6.ger and Bernard
Ses6, Gallimard,I9T3
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Toble I Selected dotes in Chogos diseose R&D ond control

Continued...

Dotre Commenls Refs.

1872, August 25: Oswoldo Cruz is born in
56o Luis de Poroitingo, Stote of Sao
Poulo. Brozil

1878, July 9: Corlos Chogos is born in
Oliveiro, Stote of Minos Gerois,
Brozil

,l892: 
Oswoldo Cruz oets his MD deoree ot
the Medicol roilty of Rio de J"oneiro,
ot the oge of 20

1896 - 1899: Troining of Oswoldo Cruz ot
the Pqsteur lnstitute. Poris

1900, Moy 25: Creotion of the "lnstituto
Soroter6pico Federol de Monguinhos"

1904: Corlos Chogos gets his MD degree ot
the Medicol Foculty of Rio de Joneiro,
ot the oge of 25

1907: The "lnstifuhc de Potoloqio
Experimentol de Monoulnhos"
receives the Golden riedol ot the
Internotionol Hygiene Exhibition in
Berlin

1909: Discovery ol Tryponosomo cruzi ord
Chooos diseose.'Publicotion of the I st
uofume of lhe "Mem6rios do lnstituto
OswoldoCruz"

l9l I : Gospor Vionno describes nerve cell
lesions in the ocute phose of infection

1 91 I - 1 91 3: Expeditions conducted by the
Oswoldo Cruz Instiiute Scientists to
fie Brozilion hinterlond

1913: Complement fixotion tesls for Chogos
diseose

I 9l 4: Introduction of xenodiognosis

I 91 6: Rudolf Krous, one of the most
prominent Germon microbioloqists.
denies Corlos Chogos findings 

-

The "Mochodo & Guerreiro"
test

Joseph Emile Brumpt (1877-
re51 )

Chogos diseose is forgotten for
olmost 20 yeors

This nome chonged to "lnstituto
de Poblogio Experimentol de
Monguinhos" (l 906), "lnstituto
Oswoldo Cruz" (1908),
"Fundo96o Oswoldo Cruz
(FrocRuzl" (re70l

This first volume of the
Mem6rios conloins the clossicol
poper on the discovery of
Chogos diseose

[85-87]

[881

[8e]

1 4 ; 1 1 ;
22;231
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1917, Febrvory I I : deoih of Oswoldo Cruz,
ot the oge of 45 in Petr6polis, Stote
of Rio dJJoneiro.

1934, November 9: deoth of Corlos Chogos,
ot the oge of 55 in Rio de Joneiro.

1936: Mozzo first roises the possibility of
tronsfusion-tronsmiffed Chogos
diseose

194'l - 1958: Moroorino Torres studies the
oothooenv Jf cordioc lesions in
bhoqJ, J."or" ond proposes thot
"olle-rgic reoctions" tight bu involved

1943, November: by initiotive of Aro96o,
then the Director of the Oswoldo
Cruz Institute, creotion of the
feqendory "Centro de Esfudos e
Profiloxiit do Mollstio de Chosos", o
field stotion of the Oswoldo Ciuz
Institute in Bqmbui, Stote of Minos
Gerois, Brozil

1 948: first field triols of o "new insecticide"
(oommexonel estoblish the bosis for
i[,e che.i.ol control of domicilioted
triotomine vectors

1950: creofion of the first Nolionol Control
Progrommes in Brozil ond Argentino

1951, Jonuory l5: Creotion of CNPq;
Julv 

'l 
1: Creotion of CAPES

1953: Gention Violet is proposed os o
chemoprophylotic ogent ogoinst
tronsfusion-tronsmitted Chogos
diseose

I 955- 1 956: Kciberle ond others confirm
thot Chooos diseose olso offect the
peripherJ, oulonomic ond enteric
nerves ond estoblish the relolionship
between the denervotion process ond
the diseose's onotomic ond functionol
ospects for the hollow orgons of the
digestive system ond the urinory
troct

Perhoos o firsi observotion
reloted to the role of
outoimmune mechonisms in the
pothogenesis of the diseose

The creotion of the Bombui
represents the first step
towords the estoblishment ol

+erm clinicol ond opplied
reseorch in Chogos diseose

The results stimulote the
"Servigo Nocionol de Molorio"
to conduci the first
"prophyloctic compoigns"
ogoinst Chogos' diseose in
I 950

Triotomine control siorts in the
Stotes of Minos Gerois ond
56o Poulo, in Brozil, ond the
Provinces of Choco, Lq Rioio
ond Cotomorco in Argentino

CNPo ond CAPES ore 2 of tne
most importont Brozilion S&T
ogenciei ond ployed o decisive
role in supporting R&D ond
troinino of humon resources in
Chogoi diseose

One of the first steps toworos
the control of blood bonks

lonq
fielJ

132;33;
e0l

p9;3Al

le2-e4l

I33l

[et ]
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l96l: Berenice, the first potient identified
b hove Chogos diseose, is found olive
ot the oge oT 53 ond is extensively
studied in Belo Horizonle, Storc of
Minos Gerois

1974: First meelinq on Bosic Reseorch in
Chogos Dis&se, in Coxombu, MG,
Brozil
Creotion of PIDE (lntegroted
Progromme on Endemic Diseoses) in
Brozil.

1975: Proposition o{ the role of
outrcimmunity in the pothogenesis of
Chogos diseose

1975: creotion ol the UNDP/World
Bonk/WHO Speciol Progromme for
Research ond Troining in Tropicol
Drseoses, TDR

1975- 198Q: Conduction of notionol
serologic ond entomologicol suweys in
Brozil

1977- 1979: Chogos diseose control
becomes o notionol priority in Brozil

1977- 1980: Biochemicol stroin
chorocterisotion of L cruzi stroins.
Description of "polor" stroins

1979: A simple, common eoidemioloqicol
methodoiogy ogr*d to b" ,r"-d
throughout Lotin Americo to mop
Chogos diseose ond trc quontify its
orevotence

f pgO- I SAS, Stondordisotion of serolooicol
techniques qnd criterio for dioorLsis
of humon I cruzi infection onl
Chogos diseose.

1982: Lorge scole field triols of ohernoiive
insecticides ond formulotions for the
control of triotomine vecrors

Stortinq I 986 the Proceedinos I
of the Annuol Coxombu " 

I
Meetings ore published in the I
Mem6rios do lnstituto I
Oswoldo Cruz 

I

lmmunologicol ond moleculor I trrt toat
doto will loter on support this I
proposition, b-ut olso iescue the
importonce of the continuous
presence of the porosite in the
podrogenesis of the diseose

Strenothenino of bosic ond
oppliJd r"t"o"r.h &
development octivities; troining
of endemic country scientists
ond development of criticol
moss of reseorchers workino in
Chogos diseose control

195;961

Producrion of the first relioble I tszt tSSt
doto on prevqlence of humqn I
infection ond vecior
distribution

lsoenzymes potterns | [58-60]
(zymodemes); restriction I t981
fingerprint ing.ofkinetoplost I
DNA (schizodemes) |

TDR Expert Meeting in Brosilio, I
DF, Brozil 

I
I

Epidemioloqicolcross-sectionol I
studies usirig the stondordised I
protocols 

I
Replocement of chlorinoted I t9nl tt
insecticides by synthetic
pyrethroids; better residuol
effect ond occeptonce, lower
mommolion toxiciV ond better
cost-effectiveness'



I 983:

I 984:

I 986:

1990:

Choqos diseose control proqrommes
exoo-nded to oll infected or&s in
Brozil; Notionol Chooos Diseose
Control Progromr" "of Uruguoy
reorgonised

Deone ond colloborotors demonstrote
thot the verlebrote ond invertebrote
cvcles of T. cruzi con coexist in the
sore mommol host, the opossum
Didelphi s morsupioli s.
Collopse of Brozil's PIDE Progromme.

First genes of T. cruzi cloned

Multicenlre double blind study for
evofuotion oI T. cruzi defined'ontigens
os dioonostic reooents.
Fumiqlnt conisteis releosed to the
morklt by Sintyol, Argentino.

[33]

l99l:  At o londmork meetinq in Brosi l io, the
Ministers of Heolth oFthe Southern
Cone countries (Argentino, Bolivio,
Brozil, Chile, Poiog'uoy ond Uruguoy)
odoot o resolution collino for oction to
eroJicote Triolomo infeitons
lnsecticidol ooints releosed to the
morket by lhorobros, Brozil

1991- 1995: Industriol oroduction of
insecticide points, fumigonl conisters
ond triotomine sensor/detector boxes
in Brozil ond Argentino

,l995: 
TDR meetinq on the eliminotion of
four diseose-s os public heolth problems
(filoriosis, onchocerciosis, leprosy ond
Chogos)
T. cruzi genome proiect lounched in
TDR/FIOCRUZ meetinq in Rio. Clone
CL-drener is selected o"s model
orgonism

1996: Rondomised ond controlled field triols
of treotment with benznidozol
conducted in young potients.
The Southern Cone Initiotive
progresses towords .interruption of
tronsmission through vector
eliminotion.

The opossum, being oble to I tt Ot -
horbour L cruzi ietoqclics in I l03l
the scenl/onol glonds, con oct I
os o direct routi of infecfion
bv exoellino infective forms os
on oerosot.

lr 041

Selection of better ontioens I [l05l
which will form the boJis of the | [lo6j
commerciol oroduction of kih
i" ;il;i; ;""t.i", io. tboi
bonk control

US$ 90 million ore ollocoted I [106;
for vector control ond US$ 6 | lOVfor vector control ond US$ 6 | 104
million for blood bonk screening. | [391
The Initiotive of the Southern
Cone countries is thus born,
coverino on oreo six times
lorqer. if,on thot covered by
the-West Africon OCP. A'
totol of US$ 206 million is
ollocoted from notionol sources
of the six countries for conhol
operotions. lt is estimoted thot
this invesiment will reduce the
economic loss due trc Choqos
diseose by US$ 4550 milfion

Increosed efficiency of conhol I I1061
Progrommes ond cheoper I
surveillonce phose. I

A lonq rood since the discovery | [106]
o[ the-diseose ond the creotion | [67]
of the Bombui field stotion..

First time demonstrolion of | [St;
efficocy of benznidozol in the I l08l
reduction of seroreoctivity
titers ond orevention of chronic
cordioc lesions.

Chagas disease, from discovery to control - and beyond l 7

Continued...
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Figure I Evolution of annual meetings on basic research in Chagas
disease
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1997: Meeting of the Andeon Counlries
Initiotive, Bogot6, Colombio
(FebruoryI
Meeting of the Centrol Americon
Counlries lnitioiive, Tegucigolpo,
Honduros (Octoberl.

1997: An onolysis of the cosFeffectiveness
ond cost-benefit of the Chogos'
Diseose Control Proqromme
conducted by the Ministry of Heolth
of Brozil ond PNUD showed thot for
eoch US$ 37.30 spent 

'l 
DALY wos

goined ond thot for eoch dollor spent
on prevention olmost US$ 17.50
were soved.

1998: Lotin Americon meeting scheduled to
toke ploce in April oi FIOCRUZ
heodouorters in Rio de Joneiro in order
hr discuss ond odopt o theropeutic
protocol to treot younq potients in
order to orevent'the Jevelooment of
chronic cordioc lesions.

Detoiled plon of octivities ond
budget were devised 

.ond
elrmrnotron ot lronsmrssron
foreseen in 2010.

The. study ploces the. Progrom I 1109I
ond its octivities in the I
coleqory of interventions with
o u"irv hiqh cost-effectiveness
ond indico'tes thot it is o heolth
investment wifi oood return.
The studv olso sh]owed thot tne
decline in Chooos diseose
infection rotes"wos due to the
preventive octivities ond not
due to qenerol improvement in
life conJifions.

[51]

nV".torc I lmmunology E Biology round tables
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Tabfe 2 Caxambu meetings, 1974 - 1998*

# Orgonizers

1 J. Ferreiro Fernondes

2 Z. Brener

3 F. S. Cruz & W. Leon

4 W. Colli & E. P.
Comorgo

5 C. M. Morel

6 C. Chogos Filho

7 W. Souzo & M.
Borcinski

8 L. R. R. G. Trovossos

9 A. U. Krettli

l0 H. Krieger

I I R. R. Sonlos
r ^  ^  F  ^ l  .  Itz u. r- Atmetoo

13 B..Zingoles & M. J.  M
Alves

Mem. IOC Yeor C&RT
- 1974 0
- t975 0
- 1976 0
- 1977 3

- 1978 l0
- 1979 15
- t980 9

-  t 9 8 t  1 2
-  1982 13
-  1983 I
- 1984 5
- 1985 8

Vo l81  SupI  1986 I

1 2

68

BI

o
30
50
30

5t
40
&

52
76
67
69
67
68

68

84

1 5 8

0 6 2

41 67

43 63

43 55

{/ 4a

BQ

o
0

0

43

35

40

36
41

60

50
63

5 l

79

48

58

76

IM

U

0
0

27

40
36
58

70
87
7\

85

73
76

il ' l

122

60

{a

78

QT

o
0
0

0

0

0
l 3

4
'18

1 4

1 4
1 6

22

l 8

l 4

il

t 3

VE

0

0

0
0

0

1 3
24

1 9

27

20

52
46
? {

42

J I

3t

37

PZ
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

37
JU

62

62

63

66

56

59

6Z

94

117

Iotol

0
30

50

93

1 U
r39

204

196
248

248

279

295
297

359

466

287

287

362

359

469

452

492

ly' S. Coutinho & M. P. Vol 82 Sup 1 1987
Deone

15 T. L. Kipnis & W. D. Vol 83 Sup I I 988
Silvo

16 E. Gorcio & S. Yol 84 Svo 2 I 989
Goldenberg

I 7 E. Chiori & J. Romolho- Vol 85 Sup | 1 990
Pinto

18 l. Abrohomsonr& R. A. Vol 86 Sup I 1991
Mortoro

'f9 
T. Souto Podr6n & E. Vol 87 Svp2 1992
Rondinelli

20 Brener/Tingoles/Chiori/ Vol 88 Sup 1 1993
Roilmon/Goldenberg

2l N. Yoshido & L. M. Vol 89 Sup 1 1994
Floeter-Winter

22 M.N. L. Meirelles & J. Vol 90 Sup 1 1995
Schorfstein

23 A. K. Cruz & J. F. Vol 9l Suo I l99d
Silveiro

24 A. K. Cruz & J. F. Vol 92 Sup I 1997
Silveiro

25 25 years of Annual Meelings!

Totol

97  l t s  25  U

73 80 19

92 r09 22

84 98 33

a7

46

58 55 110 133 49 78

68 128 148 r35 31 91

96 579

0 601

1998 25th Meeting to be held in November, ]998

509 r4r4 1370 1727 344 740 832 6936

Key:
Mem.IOC = memorias do lnstituto Oswaldo Cruz;PZ = protozoology;
VE = vectors; Qf = chemotherapy; lM = immunology; BQ = biochemistry;
Bl = biology; C&RT = conferences, mini-conferences and round tables.

*The meetings of 1974 (lst) and 1979 (6th) were held in Rio de Janero;all
the other in Caxambu. MG.
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Figure 2
Carlos Chagas with the first case of Chagas disease,the girl named Berenice,
| 909

Figure 3
Albert Einstein visits the Oswaldo Cruz lnstitute when Carlos Chagas was
the Director, 1925
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Figure 4
Carlos Chagas during a scientific expedition in the Amazon (Sao Gabriel,
Rio Negro) ,  l9 l3

Figure 5
The socioeconomic roots of Chagas disease
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Figure 5
Work on triatomine control at the Bambui field station in Brazil

Figure 7
The insects which transmit Chagas disease live in the cracks in mud-walled
houses
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Figure 8
Southern cone initative
Elimination of transmission: incidence of infection 1980-96

Rales (%)
1 0 0 r 4

1

0.1

0
80 85 90 95 2000

Source: Moncayo, A. Chagas disease:a disease whose days are numbered,
WHO, Geneva 1996 and Reports by National Chagas disease control pro-
grammes, 1993-97

Figure 9
Interruption of transmission
Brazif: Human infections in7-14 year olds
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